In wireless connected robot swarms, information sharing is necessary for robots to cooperatively achieve joint goals under a partially observable environment. Despite significant progress on this problem, existing researchers have not adequately dealt with the case that robots broadcast messages to multiple members with a dynamically changing communication medium. In this paper, we propose an effective information sharing approach for dynamic robot teams. By using a matrix representation for information distribution, the network structure and information needs, this model allows quick reasoning through a single computation. Following our theoretical analysis, this approach can perform as the MDP model for small teams when states are fully observable. In addition, we designed heuristic algorithms to help robots adapt to dynamic network connections and information distribution in large teams. Empirical simulation results manifest that the approach performs well in uncertain environments to effectively balance sharing information with minimizing communication costs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robot swarm is an attractive, emerging approach to a range of applications including search and rescue [1] , military operations [2] and environmental monitoring [3] . In these domains, communication is required for best performance especially in complex environments. Robots using wireless broadcast within a local area are required to rebroadcast messages to have the information reach the whole team. In most cases, the available bandwidth is dramatically less than the volume of potentially useful messages. The basic communication problem faced by robot teams is to determine what to communicate, so as to best use the available bandwidth, with incomplete knowledge of the rest of the team and to benefit the team most [4] .
There have been many approaches designed with different assumptions about the network medium [5] , the type and volume of information that needs to be transmitted [6] and the size of the team [7] . These approaches often work very well on the assumptions for which they are designed. However, in
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Venanzio Cichella. practical applications, the usual case is that the situation changes dramatically over the course of a deployment, invalidating any specific assumptions. For example, the robots might start out close together, so they can all directly communicate with each other. But when they spread out, they can only multicast with a few members. The existing algorithms that can adjust to these changes flexibly have extremely high computational costs [8] .
In this paper, we present a novel, flexible approach to reason about communication in dynamic teams. If the information distribution as well as network structure were known, we could use a simple matrix-based calculation to carry out the optimal communication decisions for each robot. In this model, one matrix encodes the state of the team (S), one encodes the communication network (C) and one encodes the rewards for robots receiving specific information (R). A simple, single multiplication with these matrices and a comparison to the current communication cost are all that the robot needs to decide whether to communicate. Instead of traditional MDP that decides whether to broadcast the information in the sending queue piece by piece, by doing one simple communication calculation, this algorithm can make decisions for all the pieces at once. However, in real domains, robots have to make information decisions under a dynamic and partially observable environment. We build heuristic algorithms that use probabilistic inferences to estimate the states of information distribution and network structure. For example, the robot can update its estimated information state of the team and the network connections based on the messages it overhears and sends. Moreover, this model is also capable of incorporating complex network effects to help improve information sharing performance. We show empirical results that our design builds a sufficiently accurate team state to make good decisions. In addition, the better model a robot has, the better information sent to neighbors to help them polish their models. This is a reinforced effect that the robot in turn gets more valuable information to help polish its own.
II. STATE OF THE ART
The information sharing problem on how to make rational decisions on broadcasting valuable information in a large group of robot teams has been extensively studied. In the computer network research community, researchers have focused on how to avoid redundant information coverage overlay no matter what the information is [9] . For example, SPIN [10] is a reactive protocol which avoids redundant data transmission by meta-data negotiation with neighbors. Robots only forward data to the neighbors who need it. But if no request is received, robots will prefer not sending the information. SBA [11] , RBS [12] and Khabbazian's algorithm [13] were developed to find the local minimum number of forwarding nodes to achieve the full coverage of the messages. However, for all these works, since in the team, not all the robots need all pieces of information, unnecessary communication to guarantee the full coverage instead of the real information needs, brings huge communication cost. LEACH [14] uses static hierarchical protocol and its improved HIT protocol [15] combines clustering with predefined forming chains to proactively share information. Those researches could handle dynamical information needs well, but the predefined network structure is not suited for mobile teams, where network topology dynamically changes or its network maintenance is extremely expensive.
Information sharing research in AI community starts from the view of how the information to be shared can help the robot team improve its performance [7] . Therefore, how to share information is modeled as a decision theoretical problem that, for each specific piece of information, robots evaluate the utilities if it were to be broadcast. COM-MTDP [16] and Dec-PODMP-Comm [17] build a framework to incorporate communication into agents' decision model and make information sharing decision integrated with the domain decision. This, however, is proven to be NEXP-COMPLETE [18] . In this case, myopic approaches are proposed to solve the problem heuristically [19] builds a Hidden Markov Model to estimate the team state, and makes decisions according to the off-line plans and communication strategies. [20] proposes a principled valuation for communications based on belief divergence, which measures how coordinated the beliefs of a distributed team are. Other than evaluating information utilities, [21] uses information relevance between pieces of information by matching from their ontology graphs to build robots' information sharing decisions. Although these approaches help in reducing the computational complexity, they have to evaluate and decide to share information piece by piece, which is not applicable in dynamic large teams for fast reasoning with high volume of information.
Unfortunately, although extensive studies have been made on robots' information sharing problem of broadcasting valuable information, to our best knowledge, none of them fall into our proposed domain that distributed robots make proactive information sharing decisions decentralized, in partial observable environment with the communication medium dynamically changing. Moreover, existing works mention little about lightweight and being able to scale up with the ability of deliberately reasoning other than rule-based data driven responding.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The general information sharing problem can be modeled as shown in Figure 1 . Extending from the research by Xuan [7] , a robot's decision process can be modeled into two separate stages. In the information sharing stage, based on their local knowledge of the environment, robots make decisions on how to communicate with some teammates so that they can jointly share knowledge. In the next stage, robots make decisions about how to act in the environment based on their updated knowledge. As shown in Figure 1 , the action relies on the intermediate observation, which depends on the local communication decision, observation and information a robot has received. For robot a, the coordination decision is only based on its intermediate local knowledge which is fully observable. According to the properties of Bayesian Networks [22] , decisions of information sharing and action are d-separated and mutually independent when the intermediate observation is given.
In this paper, we build an independent information decision model and consider the case where agents share information on an ad-hoc wireless network created by the agents themselves with a dynamically varying network structure and the density. The information sharing model is to decide when a team member gets some information, how agents decide whether to broadcast or rebroadcast it on the network. With limited bandwidth, robots must balance well between providing useful information and reserving the bandwidth. In particular, widely distributed robots in team A = {a 1 , .., a i , . . .} are required to move around, observe, gather information and act towards their common goal. INF = {I 1 , .., I j , . . .} represents the available discrete pieces of information. Robots communicate via a wireless network and N = ∪ We assume that robots have an identical communication range. The receiving probability between a pair of robots a and b, written as Pr(a, b), is symmetric Pr(a, b) = Pr(b, a) and decays with distance [23] . It only depends on the communication medium, signal strength and physical distance between robots but is independent of the information being communicated. As robots move, the network structure and the connections are dynamically changing.
The robot team receives reward only when a robot gets all the information it needs to make appropriate decisions, i.e., activating a team-oriented plan [24] . It can be defined based on the referred reward. For example, if a piece of information denoting a traveling ambulance and another piece of information reporting about debris on a particular road reaching a single robot, the team can make an alternative routing decision to benefit the whole team. Therefore, if a set of related information g i = {I i1 , I i2 , . . . , I ik } comes to a single robot, a rational joint action can be carried out. A team reward R(g i ) will be credited. In addition, communication incurs costs to prevent a huge amount of information from flooding the network as well as robots processing irrelevant information.
IV. DECISIONS IN SMALL TEAMS
In this section, we present our decentralized model for robots evaluating from their observations and making decisions whether or not to broadcast information in balancing of getting team reward and minimizing communication cost. Leveraging that the MDP model produces optimal policies given an accurate and complete state, we show an equivalent but more compact formulation as State-Communication-Reward (SCR) that achieves the same goal. The methodology of our design can be illustrated as Figure 2 .
A. MARKOV DECISION PROCESS
The information sharing process of robot a deciding whether or not to broadcast a piece of information I h can be It is the information set that robot a has received or sensed.
• Action : σ I h a → {1, 0} denotes the action whether robot a broadcasts I h . σ I h a = 1 if I h will be broadcast.
the transition function when a executes σ I h a . For each robot a i , it will either receive I h or not:
According to the nature of information broadcasting, the transition function can be simplified with two reasons: (1) Only the robots within robot a's communication range may be able to receive I h ; (2) The probability of receiving I h is independent of any pair of senders and receivers. Therefore:
Specifically, for any robot a i ∈ n(a), Pr(L a i , σ I h a = 0, L a i ) = 1 when I h is not broadcast. Otherwise, when I h is broadcast, a i will probably receive VOLUME 7, 2019 I h according to the probability of receiving from a. Therefore:
• Utility: models the expected utility of receiving a given piece of information depending on the needs of a robot and what information it already has. Hence, the expected utility of each robot's local state L a i is written as EU (L a i ), and the utility function of the team state can be expressed as: a i ∈A EU (L a i ). The expected utility of a given information set can be calculated by a value iteration of each R(g i ) [4] . For example, If g 5 = {I 7 , I 9 , I 13 , I 16 }, R(g 5 ) = 100 and L a i = {I 7 , I 9 ,
. Robot a's decision is to take an action that maximizes the difference between team utility and the cost of communicating I h . The optimal policy is:
In this policy, if σ I h a = 0, there will be neither expected reward nor communication cost. If I h is broadcast, according to the deduction of transition function (1):
Therefore, we can define that:
If σ I h a = 1, the communication cost consists of sending and receiving cost. Receiving cost is incurred by robot a's neighbors to receive and process I h :
Pr(a, a i ) (6) where sendcost and revcost are predefined in domains.
B. MATRIX-BASED DECISION MODEL
As shown in Figure 2 , we are going to build an equivalent model toward robots' fast communication decisions. Leveraging that the MDP model produces optimal policies with full observable team state, in our model, we built three equivalent components to make the same decision. In our design, each robot a maintains three matrices < S, C, R >:
is the state matrix recording the information distribution over this team. In equivalence, each local state L a i is transformed into a vector − − → S a i , * and each element S a i ,I k denotes whether a i has information I k .
• C: A × A→{1, 0} defines the connection matrix capturing the robot's view of the network. Each element C a i ,a j represents the connection between a i and a j . From section 2, we know that C a i ,a j = Pr(a i , a j ), and it briefly describes the MDP transition function. Since robots do not need to send information to themselves,
Also, C is symmetric as the receiving probability is symmetric.
• R: INF × INF→R is the reward matrix to describe the expected reward between two pieces of information.
If ignoring robots' heterogeneities, the expected reward of two pieces of information can be obtained through value iteration similar to gain EU (L a ). Therefore, each
To manifest how SCR model builds the same policy as MDP, we expand out EU (L a i ) as:
The reward of receiving I h is the difference between EU (L a i ∪ I h ) and EU (L a i ). If I h / ∈ L a i , the expected reward is computed as:
If I h ∈ L a i , EU (L a i )−EU (L a i ) = 0. In summary, we derive:
where − − → S a i , * is a row vector describing L a i and − − → R * ,I h is a column vector denoting the expected reward of I h with respect to other pieces of information.
According to the MDP model, to make a communication decision for a piece of information, the key is to figure (5) and (8):
− − → C a, * is the row vector enumerating the connections to robot a, and − → = [1] |A|×1 is a column vector where each element is 1. The operator ''•'' is the Hadamard product that takes two matrices of the same dimensions and produces another matrix of the same dimension where each element i, j is the product of elements i, j of the original two matrices. EU (a, I h ) can be extended to apply team state matrix A × INF to calculate the expected reward of any robot broadcasting any piece of information as proved in formula (9) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
In formula (9), = [1] |A|×|INF| is the |A| × |INF| matrix with each element equals 1. Finally, based on each element of EU a,I h , a compares the expected reward with its communication cost to decide whether I h should be broadcast. The communication cost in (6) is transformed as:
The calculation as we have derived exactly matches what MDP should do. In addition, the matrix EU can be also used to infer other agents' communication decisions.
To show how SCR model works, consider the following example. The network of team A at time t is shown in Figure 3 (a). The S, C and R matrices are:
By applying formula (9), we obtain: Zero element in EU indicates the expected reward of an agent broadcasting an information is zero. For example, EU a 1 ,I 1 is 0 because a 1 's only neighbor a 2 already has the information I 1 . If the communication cost is 1, I 1 will not be broadcast by a 1 . As the result shown in Figure 3(b) , a 2 will broadcast I 2 rather than I 1 because EU a 2 ,I 2 = 3 > 1 and a 3 will broadcast I 3 .
In summary, SCR possesses three key advantages: 
V. DECISIONS FOR LARGE TEAMS
Based on the SCR model, robots can make communication decisions on broadcast networks. However, when the team scales up, two critical limitations arise:
1) Team states are no longer fully observable.
2) The robot network dynamically changes.
Therefore, when the SCR model is applied to large mobile robot teams, necessary modifications are required. First, for each robot, each element of its S and C matrices is no longer binary. With their partial observations of the team, robots have to estimate the information distribution as well as network connections and maintain the matrices as probability matrices, which is described in Figure 4 . Second, each robot has to dynamically update its SCR model toward dynamic decisions. Inherited from DEC-POMDP model, no optimal decision can be guaranteed. Hence, we build heuristic updating functions for a large number of mobile robots. Algorithm 1 describes the decision process of robot a in a partially observable environment. First, a collects information from the environment and receives messages (lines 2-3). All of the information is put into the sendqueue (lines 4). Second, a updates its local decision model < S, C, R > based on all messages it has received (line 5-23). The updating functions (line 5-23) will be explained in the next subsections. Next, the reward for broadcasting each message is calculated based on formula (9) (line 24), and communication cost is estimated based on the network connections (line 25). For each I h in the send queue, if the expected reward is larger than the communication cost, it will be broadcast (line [28] [29] [30] . But heretofore, a will append itself in I h 's path for a record (line 28). a will also update its local S matrix as I h has been broadcast (line 30).
Note that when applying SCR to large teams, the dimensions of C and S matrices are large and sparse. For example, robots in large teams only have very few teammates in range and receive a small set of information from the team. We follow the literature [25] to perform optimizations for sparse symmetric matrix so as to maintain the performance of computing EU according to formula (9) . The better model a robot has about what others already knew, the better it can decide what to communicate. When the robot cannot rely on excessive communication for precise team state, we have to build the updating function solely based on the messages it has received. Specifically, we extend each piece of information with an extra data structure path as I ←< I , path >. It is a queue that records the senders who have broadcast the information. The feasibility of the updating functions is based on the observations: (1) robots' movements are much slower than their communication rate; (2) a piece of information is only required to rebroadcast for a few times to obtain a good coverage [26] .
Algorithm 1 Decision Process of Robot a to Share Information 1: while true do 2: sensed ← CollectInformation(environment); 3: received ← ReceiveMessages(); 4: sendqueue ← sensed ∪ received; 5: update connection matrix 6: for all I h ∈ sendqueue do 7: adjacent ← {(a i , a j )|∀a i ∈ I h .path, a j = I h .path.next(a i )}; 8: for (a i , a j ) ∈ adjacent do 9: C a i ,a j = C a j ,a i = σ ; 10: end for 11: sent ← {a} ∪ {I p .path.last()|∀I p ∈ L a , I p .I = I h .I };
12:
for a i ∈ I h .path − sent do 13: C a,a i = C a i ,a = C a,a i × e α(C a,a i −1) ; 14: end for 15: end for 16 :
C ← C • C; 17: update state matrix 18: for all I h ∈ sendqueue do 19: for a i ∈ I h .path do 20: S a i ,I h = 1; 21: end for 22 : 23: end for 24 :
25:
CommunicationoCost ← revcost 1 × p coll + revcost 2 a i ∈A C a,a i + sendcost; 26: for all I h ∈ sendqueue do 27: if EU (I h ) > CommunicationoCost then 28: AppendToPath(I h , a); 29: Broadcast(I h ); 30: To update the connection matrix for robot a, for a given period of time T , a will assume that any connection in C model fades as robots move (line 16).
When robot a receives a piece of information I h , it will update − − → C a, * according to the path of I h as follows: 1) If a k is the robot who broadcasts I h to a as a k = I h .path.last(), a will update C a k ,a with the assumption that a connects well with a k (line 7-10):
C a,a k = C a k ,a = σ where σ ∈ [0, 1] is a predefined high probability that indicates robots are well connected.
2) a will update that any adjacent pair of robots in the path of I h are well connected, because I h was broadcast by one robot and received by the other: ∀a i ∈ I h .path − a k , a j = I h .path.next(a i ) (line 7-10), C a i ,a j = C a j ,a i = σ
3) a will check with its local base L a whether I h has been received from other broadcasts. If there are such broadcasts, except the last senders in these broadcasts' path, a will assume that it is less likely to connect with those robots in I h 's path because a did not receive I h from the previously recorded broadcasts even they did broadcast.
C a,a i = C a i ,a = C a,a i × e α(C a,a i −1)
B. UPDATING OF STATE MATRIX
The updating of state matrix S consists of two parts. 1) After a broadcasts information I h , a estimates that:
• If S shows that a robot a i does not have I h before, then a will assume a i will have I h with the probability of connections as C a,a i after broadcasting.
• If S shows that a i already has I h and S a i ,I h > 0, a will update S a i ,I h as standard probability calculation:
Therefore, for all the robots a i ∈ A, we can summarize it as a vector computation (line 30):
2) When robot a sensed a piece of information I h , it will update itself S a,I h = 1 (line 20). 3) When information I h is received by a, it will update:
• Robot a itself has had it and S a,I h = 1. • Any robot in I h 's path should have had it and ∀a i ∈ I h .path, S a i ,I h = 1. • Robot a assumes that during I h 's transmission when robots in the path broadcast it, the same updating principle as a broadcasts I h will apply:
In addition, for a given period of time T , a assumes that some information may be out of date. When it deletes that information I h from its local L a , it should update as:
MODELING THE COMMUNICATION COST
In small teams, the communication cost for broadcasting a message is normally modeled as a constant [27] . But on broadcast media, it is not totally accurate. For mobile robots, the sending cost for broadcasting is small, written as sendcost. However, the receiving cost contributes most and consists of two parts: (1) Overloading the network that prevents other information from getting through, called message collision caused by heavy network traffic; (2) Receivers' processing costs when there is unnecessary information. By taking those factors into account, we model the communication cost for robot a sending a piece of information I h as:
CommunicationCost(a, I h )
= revcost 1 × p coll +revcost 2 a i ∈A C a,a i + sendcost (12) where sendcost, revcost 1 and revcost 2 are predefined parameters according to the application domain, and the communication cost is irrelevant to what information it broadcasted.
In addition, we define robots locally estimating the collision probability based on the number of messages received at time t according to literature [28] as:
Assuming that the information utilities are fixed, the dynamic model of communication cost are able to make the sender prefer to keep silent if the network is busy and dense, but broadcasts when the network is idle or very sparse. Therefore, SCR is adaptive to the dynamic network traffic and makes good use of limited network bandwidth.
D. HEURISTIC IMPROVEMENT SCHEMA
When the robot team scales up, neither state matrix nor connection matrix could be precisely maintained due to robots' partial observability to the whole team. In this case, the updating function is myopic, and the information sharing decision could be inaccurate for each robot. However, even with robots' partial understanding to their local networks, they still can improve their performance by utilizing the complex network effects deduced from their local C matrix. Following the literature of [26] , we incorporate some of basic rules in our SCR model so that robots can get a better trader off between gaining information utilities and avoiding unnecessary communication under uncertainties.
1) The number of information rebroadcasts toward a full coverage to the team is linear to its average distance. Therefore, when the length of an information path is more than a predefined threshold (about twice of the average distance [26] ), the information is more likely to be stopped rebroadcasting. 2) Higher degree robots with more connections to the others help information diffusion. Then, if a robot finds a high degree uncovered neighbor, it is inclined to rebroadcast this information.
3) Robots of high clustering and betweenness centrality
play an important role in information sharing because they get and broadcast information to help it across the multi-robot communities. Then, robots can record and maintain a list of the frequent rebroadcasting robots based on the information they have received. When a robot finds out that its high frequency nodes are not covered by the information it has received, it prefers to rebroadcast the information.
VI. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
To test the efficiency of SCR approach, we simulated a group of decentralized robots deployed in a given 400 × 400 square to sense and share information. The objective is to maximize information utilities of the team in balancing of the communication cost. In our simulation, robots are initiated with random locations and by moving around, sensed information comes into the network to be shared. Pieces of information are set with given locations as well, and only when a robot moves there, the information can be sensed. Robots broadcasts can only be received within a given range of 120 units while the receiving probabilities decay with distances. Every pair of information has a predefined reward by value iteration. The robot team only credit once when valuable pieces of information were received by a single robot at the first time.
In our experiments, we briefly investigated and compared results with five algorithms: SCR, SBA, flooding algorithms with three settings (P bcst = 1.0, 0.5 and 0.2), and SCR Heuristic. The Scalable Broadcast Algorithm (SBA) follows literature [11] , and each robot has knowledge of two hops neighbors through periodic ''hello'' packets and stops rebroadcasting a message if all its neighbors have been covered by previous transmission. The flooding algorithm follows [29] and each robot rebroadcasts a message when the message is received at the first time. If P bcst = 1.0, robots will broadcast whatever it receives immediately. While if P bcst = 0.5 or P bcst = 0.2, for each new message, a robot broadcast with a probability ''P bcst '' to do some straightforward tradeoff between reward and communication cost. The SCR heuristic algorithm is based on the description of section 5.4. In addition to our SCR decision and updating algorithms, robots analyze and make use of the complex network effects from their local C matrixes by following the literature of [26] . However, the SCR heuristic algorithm is excluded from the first two experiments, because without scalability, SCR heuristic performs very close to SCR.
At the start of simulations, in SBA, some initiated configuration messages are allowed to be broadcast and rebroadcast to help robots understand their connections. In SCR model, newly sensed information is encouraged to be broadcast at least once to notify part of the team of its existence. The experimental results are presented with three types of statistics: information reward of the team; communication cost calculated as one per message sent and one per message received; and the number of redundant messages received by the robot team. All the experimental results are based on 100 runs.
In the first experiment, we built a 20-robot team to share 20 pieces of information. As the team is too dispersive, some information may miss detection in some runs. Experimental results of information reward, communication cost, and redundant messages are illustrated with the progress of simulation. In small robot teams, SCR model works in environments that are observable, and it is able to make optimal decisions as MDP model. Therefore, in Figure 5(a) , it gains almost all the reward as exhaustive flooding and SBA. In the next two results 5(b) and 5(c), as we expected, SCR model takes much less communication cost and redundant messages than exhaustive algorithms do since SCR only makes their communication with a valuable coverage other than the exhaustively full one. Please note that although straightforward balancing algorithms (flooding with P bcst = 0.5 and 0.2) broadcast much less messages than ours, they are in the cost of gaining too low reward and the trade off is far more than poor.
In the second experiment, we built a 100-robot team in area of 800×800 to share 100 pieces of information. In this setting, robots have a limited view of the team. The average distance is almost 5 and information has to be passed longer to credit team reward. With our heuristic updating functions, robots still get a comparable reward as exhaustive flooding and SBA as in Figure 6 (a). Combing with the results in Figure 6 (b) and Figure 6 (c), SCR manifests to get the best trade off between communication and sharing valuable information. Moreover, it is smart and significantly outperforms straightforward balancing algorithms.
In the third experiment, we investigated the scalability of SCR model. With most settings consistent with experiment 2, robots are deployed in a 400×400 area. We vary the team size as 50, 200 and 500. and we can see that our designed models are scalable. Moreover, by incorporating complex network effects of robots' local connection matrixes into consideration, SCR heuristic approach works even better.
The fourth experiment investigates the scalability of shared information in a 100-robot team. Similar to experiment 3, we vary the number of information as 50, 200 and 500. As Table 2 manifested, the SCR models make the better trade off. More importantly, the denser the information is, the better SCR model works. In 200 and 500 pieces of information cases, the SCR gets almost the same reward as exhaustive algorithms but costs much less communication. The reason is that robots can gain almost a complete team view from intensive coming information. Moreover, the SCR heuristic although may get relatively a small less reward than SCR but costs less in building valid information coverages.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel information sharing model for dynamic mobile teams. By using matrix representations of the network, information status and information needs, it allows efficient communication reasoning in a dynamic wireless network. Experimental results show that our approach is scalable and effectively balances between sharing key information and minimizing communication costs. Moreover, with more information received by robots, SCR is a reinforcement model capable of improving the accuracy of decisions, so that more related information can go through the network and help polish receivers' decisions.
In our future work, first, in practical applications, robots with the same capabilities tend to work as a group. Hence, an extended clustered approach of the SCR algorithm could be developed. Second, the definition R is the key to SCR model. Instead of using the predefined values, we hope to create dynamic R model by learning in real domains.
